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The Halifax Community Learning Network (HCLN) is one of 30 communitybased initiatives funded through the Department of Education’s Nova Scotia
School for Adult Learning. HCLN offers programs at the Bloomfield Centre,
Captain William Spry Public Library, Halifax North Public Library, Keshen
Goodman Public Library and the Spring Garden Road Public Library.
If you know someone who needs help improving their literacy skills or are
interested in volunteering, please call contact us at:

422-7648

hcln@ns.sympatico.ca
www.hcln.ca

This book is dedicated to Rachel Lebowitz, a great
writer, teacher and friend of literacy and as always,
to those who volunteer their time to help others.
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Thank you to the following individuals and organizations that provided their
support to  HCLN this year and helped to make this book and our programs
possible:
• HCLN volunteers: tutors, board members and all of those who
share their expertise and enthusiasm for literacy
• Nova Scotia School for Adult Learning Community Learning
Initiative
• Literacy Nova Scotia
• Halifax Public Library
• Canadian Volunteer Initiative- Nova Scotia
• Dartmouth Literacy Network
• Bloomfield Centre / Options Work Activity
• Royal Bank of Canada
• Credit Union Atlantic
• Canada Post
• Armdale Fairview Rockingham Lions Club
• Rotary Club of Halifax
• Minuteman Press
• Mike Ripley, Dal Med student by day, photographer by night
• A special thanks to HCLN staff Avril Lewis, Linda Oakley, Laura
Channon and Rachel Lebowitz- it is your work that helps to inspire
every story in this book.
• And a big thank you to Matt Likely, Wil Gamble and everyone
at Minuteman Press for your unflagging patience and support with
various HCLN projects.
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Congratulations to Betty Dobson who received a Halifax Regional
Municipality Volunteer Recognition Award during National Volunteer Week
in April. Betty is an employee of Canada Post and an active community
volunteer including her work as secretary for HCLN.

Constance Glube presents a certificate of thanks to tutor David Trenbirth during
the National Volunteer Week party at the Keshen Goodman Public Library.

Message From Honourary Chair Constance Glube
As a member of the Board of the Halifax Community Learning Network and
as the Honorary Chair of the Board, I want to offer my congratulations to
all the learners who contributed to the 2006 yearbook, Step by Step. We are
very proud of your accomplishments. For most of you this has not been an
easy task, but the results deserve our applause. Wonderful! I know you will
continue to learn and progress in achieving the individual goals you have set.
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May I also thank the many volunteers who share their knowledge by teaching
others. You have taken on a task which we very much appreciate. You spend
many hours of your time with your students, but the results, as evidenced
by the yearbook, are in part, the rewards you receive for all that you have
done for your students. Heartiest congratulations. We look forward to your
continued participation with this worthwhile endeavour.
Without the work of the Program Coordinators, and our Network Coordinator,
Denise Morley, these literacy programs and the yearbook would not happen:
our sincere thanks for all of your efforts. As we come to the end of the formal
learning year, I wish all of the students a happy holiday, but keep on reading
and learning until you meet again in the fall with your tutors.  For those who
are moving on we wish you every success.
All the Best,
Constance Glube

A Message from Network Coordinator
Denise Morley
Another busy year of learning is
drawing to a close and as we read
the many stories of challenge and
success in this yearbook, it is easy to
see that we have much to be proud
of and celebrate. This year, more
than 170 students and 160 tutors
participated in HCLN programs and
overall, HCLN volunteers donated
more than 6,000 hours of time to
helping others improve their literacy
skills. It is heartening to know that we have so much community support at
HCLN. As always, I am overwhelmed by the generosity of those who work
as volunteer tutors, board members or community partners. Thank you all for
your support.
During the year, I hear from the Coordinators, tutors and the learners about the
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successes both great and small, that they achieve together, but it is especially
satisfying to read the pieces contained in our annual yearbook.
To everyone who has written a poem or story this year, thank you for sharing
your experiences with us and best of luck in reaching your dreams step by
step. Your commitment is truly inspirational.
Have a wonderful summer and see you in September!

A Message from Bloomfield Coordinator
Laura Channon
This has been a great year at
Bloomfield.   The class and
the building continue to be a
dynamic place to learn and I
have great hopes for next year
that we will continue to build
as a group and as a program.  I
welcome anyone back who still
needs our services and wish
those who have completed their
goals good luck in the future.  
Many students made great strides toward their future goals not only in
their reading, writing and math skills but also in computer skills, general
confidence and increased independence.  It was very motivating for me as the
coordinator to see people work so hard this year and show so much support
and appreciation of each other’s work as well.  Job skills and study skills were
a major part of the goals that many students worked toward.  I am happy to
say that progress was made in this as well as other fronts.
Congratulations to Ron, Ricky and Peter who contributed to this year’s
collection of stories.   They all share the persistence and determination to
improve their skills and are supportive to the others in class.   
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Message from Halifax North and Spring Garden
Road Library Coordinator Rachel Lebowitz
This spring, I found out
that I have been accepted
into a teacher’s program in
Vancouver, B.C.   This means
that I will be leaving Halifax
and the programs here so I
can learn how to become an
elementary school teacher.   I
am excited about becoming
a teacher and living near my
family again, but it is going to
be extremely difficult to leave
these two programs.  
Since starting as a coordinator three years ago, I’ve learned so much from
the learners.  It is really because of you guys that I’ve decided to focus on
teaching the early grades and on studying more about strategies for teaching
students with learning disabilities.  I want to be able to help students really
work on their reading skills.  Many of you have told me your stories about
not being able to keep up in your class and of falling through the cracks.  It
is my hope that by helping children at an early age and by teaching them at
their own pace, I will be able to give them the time and attention that all of
us deserve.
This makes it sound like I’ve learned only from your past struggles and not
from your present successes.  This is far from the case.  Your successes are
so moving that they often bring tears to my eyes.  I know that sometimes it is
hard for us to see our own lives with any clarity; we often focus on our failures
and not on our accomplishments.  But your accomplishments are huge!  From
learners who have gone on to other programs or passed their GEDs to learners
who, after vowing to me that they would “never” read in front of a group, got
up and did just that, to learners whose growth in self-esteem is apparent in
the way they walk into the room, you have all done so much!  Your kindness
and support to other learners in the program and your courage in coming here
every week is all so inspiring!   I will take these memories - and valuable
lessons - with me across the country.

11
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Thank you so much for teaching me.  I will miss you all.  Please write!   

Message from Captain William Spry and Keshen
Goodman Library Coordinator Linda Oakley
It is hard to believe that another
year is drawing to an end. Again
this year, I met a variety of people
who wanted to be either volunteer
tutors or learners in the Literacy
Programs at the Keshen Goodman
and the Captain William Spry
Public Libraries. All of these
individuals were motivated and
dedicated to life-long learning!
Our tutors gave of their time not
only for tutoring sessions, but for professional development opportunities as
well. Our learners worked hard to accomplish their academic goals, such as,
writing the GED, preparing to enter the Cunard Centre or the Nova Scotia
Community College, and generally improving their reading and writing
skills. Other students had more personal goals, such as, building their selfconfidence, and working on time management and life skills. The learners’
stories will inspire you!
I would like to thank library staff and Denise Morley of the Halifax Community
Learning Network for their assistance and support throughout the year.

Message from HCLN instructor Avril Lewis
I have been happy to have the opportunity to work with HCLN for the first
time this year.
As a classroom instructor, I was pleased to be able to begin two classes, one
at Captain William Spry library and the other at Memorial North branch
library beginning in January.  A solid core of learners continues to attend,
working towards their individual learning goals.  In both locations we enjoy
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the support of the two coordinators,
Rachel Lebowitz and Linda Oakley,
who make us welcome.
I was fortunate to act as Tutor Trainer
to a group of 18 tutors from HCLN
who embarked on Tutor Training in
January, graduating from the 30 hour
course at the end of April.  From my
experience in working with this group
I can only say that the caliber of the tutors who are involved with HCLN is
extremely high and that they are a precious asset of the organization.
I was also able to act as chair of the planning group that planned and
implemented the program for Literacy Solutions Day, an opportunity for
Professional Development for tutors throughout HRM.   The program was
very well received by participants.  Again, it was wonderful to see that HCLN
was well represented at the event by tutors seeking to further enhance their
teaching skills.
Congratulations to everyone who has contributed a story to Step by Step and
best of luck with your future efforts.

Peter’s Dream By Peter B. Weyo
My name is Peter B. Weyo.  I’m from Sudan.  I came to Canada on October
17, 2002.  I came here with my brother and my cousin.  They live with me in
the same apartment.  
Before we came to Canada, we were living in Ethiopia for 7 years.  We were
there as refugees.  Before we went to Ethiopia we were living in Sudan in a
small village where we grew the crops and vegetables, all different kind of
veggies and crops.
But when we went to Ethiopia, we were having a hard time, because in
Ethiopia, as a refugee, you cannot find a place to grow the crops; even to cut
tress to build the house, it is not easy.  You have to walk a long way to go and
talk to the UN or immigration.  Then they will give you a paper that shows

13
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them you have given information to immigration.
Life in a refugee camp is not easy, especially for those who don’t have their
parents.  Those who lost their parents include me and my brother, Steve.  We
lost our parents but we were trying so hard not to think about what happened
back there because there is nothing we can do to bring them back.   We
gave everything to the hand of God.  Only He knows what happened to my
family.
When my parents were killed, I was the only one that took care of my brother.   
My brother depends on me.  When we went to the refugee camp in Ethiopia
there was a school but I didn’t get a chance to go to school because I was so
busy taking care of my brother.
I thank God for the Government
of Canada for bringing me and
my brother.   I always pray to
God for the Government of
Canada to help people back
there in Sudan.   Even though
we still have problems here in
Canada finding jobs because of
language problems and skills
and job experience, still we can
make it step by step.
I have never been at school all my life.  The first time was when I arrived in
Halifax.  I went to English as a Second Language.  I practiced my English
there.   But I didn’t finish the course.   When I heard about the Bloomfield
Centre Program I came to practice my English and do Math and go on to do
upgrading to go to university.  Actually my dream is to do upgrading and to
go to university.  This is my dream.

My First Year by Brian Moses
My name is Brian Moses.  I am enjoying coming to the library for tutoring.  
This is my first year.  My helper and friend Gordon used to take me to movies
and the waterfront.  He got me involved in this.  He brought me down to the
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library to talk with Rachel.  Then Rachel called me and told me she could give
me a tutor to help me learn to read.  I like to come to learn about money and
numbers with coloured rods also.
I am married to Marcy.  We got married 19 years ago.  We moved to a new
apartment on Bayers Road in 2005.  I take a bus to the Stone Hearth Bakery
to be on time for work.   I used to put bagel dough on a machine then the
bagels got cut by a machine and went on a wheel.  It took them to the baking
sheets and they went to the tray racks, then to the oven.  Now I work at a table
stretching the bagels.  I like this work better.  I want to try different things.  
Sometime I would like to put the bagels in bags and tie the bags.  

Maggie by Julie-Lynne Stanhope
My dog Maggie, a West Highland
Terrier, is the most wonderful dog
in the world! She came to live
with us last May when she was
10 weeks old.
Maggie had her first vacation
last summer. We went to New
Glasgow and stayed in a cottage
at Melmerby Beach. You should
have seen Maggie on the boogie board! She had a great time at the shore,
chasing birds, cats, dogs, squirrels and a raccoon.
She went to obedience school in Bedford. Then is September, she started
agility school in Mt.Uniacke. She goes every Saturday morning. There are
many things to learn but sometimes she doesn’t want to focus. I say to her,
“Maggie, I work very hard to win gold medals. You can be a champion too.”

The Movie Review by Ann Kelly
I saw a good movie on the weekend   It was called The Last Dance. Patrick
Swayze plays Travis and his wife, Lisa Nieme, plays Chrissa. They were the
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stars.  The movie was about a dance company who lost their choreographer.
They brought three of the dancers back that used to be in the company.  
One of the dancers, Max, played by George de La Pena, became the new
choreographer. Travis and Chrissa used to be lovers.  She got pregnant but
they broke up and he didn’t know she was carrying his child.  It was Max who
told Travis that he, Travis, was the Father.
Travis, Chrissa and Max created a dance to show the company how they could
dance when they become professionals. As Travis and Chrissa dance together
they become closer again.  Travis gets to know his daughter.  And in the end
they become a happy family,  
The costumes and choreography were wonderful. Anyone who enjoys dancing
would love this movie. I did.

Zarghone’s Story By Zarghone Hashemi
My name is Zarghone Hashemi.   I
have been living in Halifax since May
12, 2003 when I came to Canada with
my family.   When we came here, we
couldn’t speak English.   Living in a
new country with a new culture and not
knowing the language is very difficult
for newcomers.
I lived in the Soviet Union for seven
years.  I lived in Iran for two years, but I have seen the volunteer programs just
in Canada.  It is the best idea that I have ever seen in my life.
These people who work as volunteers do a great job to help newcomers.  
MISA, the YMCA and the library are the organizations which have a special
gift to give to newcomers—a Canadian Friend.  These people help newcomers
with their language barriers.  I really appreciate the volunteer’s job.  I have
decided that when I learn English, I will do this job as well because I see it is
really useful, helpful and successful for new Canadians.
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Shola’s Story By Shola
This morning when I wake up, I washed my face, my mouth, and I put on my
running suit.  I went to the commons.  It is hard for me, but I tried to go around
the field twice, but a friend of mine encouraged me to do it again.  He said,
“It’s hard, but when you continue, after some time it will not be hard.  It will
be easier.”  And I did it four days now and I find it easier for me.  The first day
was hard for me.  And when I come home, then I take a bath before I come to
class.  And when I come to class, I’m happy.  I meet everybody, and then with
my tutor, Adam.  I greet everyone, everyone is happy.  Me too, I’m happy.  I’m
happy because I want to learn.  Even though I’m old, I want to learn because
I never went to school back home.  I listened to what my tutor said to me.  
And now my English has improved a little bit.  And though I cannot read too
much, but I am still trying.  Thank you Canada and the people in Canada for
helping me.

Swimming by Spyros Angelopoulos
I go swimming every Thursday afternoon.  I really love jumping off the diving
board, so does my friend Phil.  I take part in swimming races.  I know how to
do a flip turn, kicking my feet makes me go faster.  After I swim at the pool, I
go home and eat supper because I am really hungry.

The Long Story of the Amsterdam
by Donald D’Entremont
I left Halifax to go to Risser’s Beach in Lunenburg County.  I wanted to go
camping at Risser’s Beach.  I got there about six that night.
The next day I left for “R/C Wings and Wheels” hobby supplies in Blockhouse.  
I went to buy a model kit of the Amsterdam.  I bought this model kit in the
late summer of 2004.  
I started putting the model boat together late fall.  The book tells you to read
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the assembly instructions carefully.
There is a false keel and a frame inside the hull.   I marked both sides of
the frame so I could glue the frame inside the hull.  I glued the rudder shaft
reinforcement to the stern.  That’s all I did in 2004.
I started working on my boat again in 2005.  I worked around the hull.  I glued
pieces of wood to hull.
I had to alter the engine base and servo platform.  I put the radio control in my
boat.  The battery mount is now ready for the battery.  I put in the electronic
part for the boat.
I finally started the super structure.  I put holes in left and right sides of the
super structure.  I glued the pieces together including the stairway.  It’s still
an ongoing project.

A Fishing Trip By Edward Duval
My friend and I went fishing in Lawrencetown. We were fishing for a while
along side of an old train track bridge. We looked down and we saw a weasel
attack a field mouse. They ran up the hill and down the hill and the weasel
grabbed the mouse with its teeth and threw it in the water.
The mouse dove into the water, and swam to a rock and got on top of the rock
and was shivering. It looked pitiful. We scared away the weasel and the mouse
lived.

Living on My Own By Heather Rumsey
I’ve been living on my own since June, 2005.   There have been a lot of
challenges to overcome.
Some of these challenges are doing certain household chores and basic
cooking.  The other things that I’ve have learned are time management skills
to help my daily living.
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I’ve been trying to live within a budget, which can be difficult.  Sometimes
I overspend which leaves me with little funds all month long. Living with
another person means sharing household tasks and getting along with each
other.  It’s hard getting along at first but it can be enjoyable after awhile.
I love being independent because it lets me have my freedom and privacy.  
Being on my own gives me a purpose in life.

About Me by Yurub Ibrahim
This personal declaration is about my life past, present and future.   It will
make me look back and talk about what happened a long time ago.
This assignment I will talk about the stages of my life which I always
remember in my mind and my heart.  I’m from Somalia; I was born in a small
town called Geedabeera.  Geedabeera is a farm area which doesn’t have any
activity.  There is no school, not enough water.  The people who live there,
they get water from 300 km away.  I left there when I was six years old then I
moved to a big city, called Hargaysa.  I started my school there and went there
until grade six going in to grade seven.  
In Hargaysa the civil war started, me and my family came to another city
called Mogadishu which is the capital city of Somalia.  After that in 1991
another war started again.  The situation was very bad, the government and
the other groups who are against the government were fighting inside the city.  
This caused a lot of problems; many people lost their lives because of the
war.  
I and my family lost each other; I came with my husband’s family.   My
husband’s family I don’t know them very well.  I was young and confused.  
After six days when the war still continued everything became short.  There
was not enough food, not enough gasoline.  Then we went to my brotherin-law’s company.  We checked to see if we could get any gasoline from the
company so we could go somewhere safe.  We couldn’t find any but we found
airplane gas so we have to use it because we have no other choice.  We used
airplane gas for our cars because if we stayed there one more day we would
all die.  Everywhere, we see human bodies.  
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We left Mogadishu on January 15th, 1991.  We came to another city called
Baydabo, we were there for one month, where there was another group who is
against the government too.  When we came to this city they told us, “If you
stay here, you will be safe, but if you continue running it is not safe.”  But
on February 15th, 1991, the bigger war started again in Baydabo.  We had no
choice again.  We left that morning.  The people die there.  I think it was a
couple thousands.
One day later we came to the border of Kenya and Somalia. After a couple
months me and my husband’s family came to Nairobi.  I went by myself to
Mombasa, where the refugee camp is because I don’t know the language.  
Also my husband used to have another wife and children before me in Kenya,
where he was born and raised.  He was not legally divorced.  That is when my
nightmare started because I was so young.  I was not with my family, on the
other hand he didn’t tell me he used to have a wife.  He lied to me.  I had no
feelings for anybody.
Then, in early 1992, I found out I was pregnant.  I cried day and night.  I had
no idea where my family is.  After awhile I found out they were in Ethiopia.  
In the refugee camp I gave birth to my son, Mohamed.  When my son was two
months old, my father died.  I heard three months later.  I couldn’t reach them.  
There was no money to travel, no good life in the refugee camp.  I had nobody
that would support me or help me.  I had no money to buy bottled water or
to buy coal to boil water that my son could drink.  Sometimes I didn’t eat for
two days.  
But I was always positive and thought good things would happen and I have
big dreams.  I believe that my dream will come true sooner or later.  When
my son, who is also my friend and family, turned two, I applied to Canadian
High Commission.   In six months they called me for an interview.   I was
waiting four years to come to Canada.  I came here on August 19, 1999.  I
started learning new language, English as second language (ESL).   I meet
with very friendly people, loving people, helpful and caring people.  That is
when I realized my dream is starting to come true and I believe it will come
step by step.
I learn many things that are very important in Canada, for example how
peaceful Canada is with its different cultures.  Also I got used to cold weather
and how to shovel snow, and I’m a survivor in this life.  When I reached level
three in ESL, I stopped and I started upgrading at the North Library.  One year
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later, I started the portfolio development course.  At the end of 2002, I started
at Cunard Learning Centre.  I finished on July 18, 2003.  I started at Flecs in
2004, to get my necessary credit to graduate and get my high school diploma.  
I would like to improve my English (both written and spoken).  My second
goal is to go to community college to get my nursing course.  
After that I can have my own income, so I will take care of my own family
without being dependent on social assistance.  This achievement will allow
me to help my community, whoever needs my help.   When I finish at the
community college, I will go to university to train as a registered nurse.  (That
is, if God’s willing).
In my conclusion, I believe that anything can happen, but we have to have
patience to learn from one another.  I’m glad I have this experience at a young
age; I didn’t choose to have all this struggle but it happened somehow, and I
accept it.

Who Learns More? By Dave Strajt
I have been a tutor with the Bloomfield
Literacy Program since the fall of 2004.  
During that time, I have enjoyed the many
challenges and rewards of working with
adult learners of diverse backgrounds.   It
is particularly interesting to work with
learners from a different culture, as they
often have as much to teach you as you do
them.  The perseverance of the learners as
they move forward is always inspiring and
helps to put one’s own life and background
in perspective.   It is especially rewarding
to see someone make a breakthrough in the learning process and to know that
they are appreciative of your time, patience and efforts.  I sometimes wonder
who is benefiting more from the experience – learner or tutor?!
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Evangaline’s Story By Evangeline Brown
My name is Evangeline Brown.
I like to volunteer for the people
in need. I make quilts, afghans,
hats and scarves, dishcloths,
mitts and socks. They’re all
for charity. The ladies of St.
John’s Church take them to
the Seamen’s Mission. When
men come off the boats, they
go into Seaman’s Mission, and
they see all the things there. The
Reverend asks them to pick what they want to take home to their wives. They
are very happy to get them. There are smiles on their faces from ear to ear.
The Seaman’s Mission is a place for people to socialize. They can  get tea
and coffee, sit and smoke and chat. Some are Japanese; there  are different
nationalities. The Reverend has prayers for them. There  is a little altar there
where they can sit and pray. Before they go  back on their ships they can have
a prayer to get home safe.

Getting Going By Ocean Longon
A couple years ago today
i was on my own down hill way
thought taking drugs was the best play
and there was no god for me to pray.
recently some trouble started
the kind that could get me departed.
locked up, or permanently damaged
it woke me up, i began to manage.
The learning program helped a lot
reminded me, what i forgot
brought me back to those school days
when my friends would copy all my pages.
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Now that my life is getting going
I know there’s no pain in you knowing
Thanks to the people who kept on showing,
No matter how far you are, there’s room for growing.
Rachel, Victor, and Anthony
thank you all for helping me,
it’s appreciated greatly, and rightfully so,
without you guys, I’d still be in that hole.

Larry’s Wonderful Experience
at the Library by Larry Bird
I want to thank the Salvation Army for getting
me into the reading program.  I have been in
the program for 4 months.  I have learnt a lot.
It has lifted my spirits and confidence.   I get
along with everybody. They are all friendly
people.  It is amazing that at 52 years old I am
learning to read.  
It is a wonderful experience!

The Government: Dr. Jekyll or Mr. Hyde?
By Dereck Hiles
Who does politics protect? It is supposed to protect the people but does it? In
some situations when trouble arises in politics it’s the people who sometimes
suffer the consequences of the politicians’ actions.
A good example of politics not benefiting people is the provincial government
of Nova Scotia giving the oil refinery a tax break. The Imperial Oil refinery in
Dartmouth will save $3 million in tax money. As a result, the people of Halifax
will have to pay the deficit. The municipal government led by Peter Kelly is
upset due to the fact that the people are left holding the bag. In the Daily
News paper Mr. Kelly said, “It is a disappointment...These are companies
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making billions of dollars in profit. A
phasing out of the tax break certainly
would be appreciated.”
In this example, the provincial
government is protecting the oil
companies while the municipal
government is protecting the people.
The government can have two
different faces.
Sometimes the government can have
a change of heart. A good example
of this is when the provincial
government neglected the people
on Gerrish Street in Halifax by
letting the landlords charge the
people rent for living in poor conditions that weren’t suitable to live in. Some
apartments had holes in the walls, poor plumbing for toilets, electricity not
working properly and generally inadequate conditions. After awhile people
complained about the landlords and the conditions that they were living in to
the residential tenancies act, so they could get some help with the situation
they were dealing with. Eventually the people of Gerrish Street got help from
the Residential Tenancies Board. An officer of the Tenancies Act was sent
out to see the property. After that the landlords’ properties were shut down
due to poor living conditions. In the end the people of Gerrish Street were
reimbursed with their rent money so they could move to new housing.
In conclusion, while the provincial government ended up helping, the people
on Gerrish Street know that their rights were violated by the landlord  and I
think that the government should be more like Dr. Jekyll and nothing like Mr.
Hyde.

Margaret’s World by Margaret Naboi
My family lives in the Sudan.  I worry about them because my mother and
father passed away and my older sister has been sick for four years.  She has
three children but they have no father.  I take care of them and it is not easy
for me because I also have my own kids.  Two years after I came to Canada
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I found out my mother and father had passed away.  They left my two sisters
alone.  Now, I take care of them and sometimes I don’t feel happy because I
left some family behind.  I feel that my life is over because I worry about my
sisters and my own family.  Sometimes I think about when I will see them
again because they live far and I live far too.

My First Christmas in Halifax by Laura MacDonald
On the 22nd of December
2005 my apartment flooded.
It flooded because the woman
upstairs had her heat on and
her window open. She broke
the pipes.
I was very upset. The kids
were very upset. I was worried
that the T.V. VCR and stereo
were ruined. The carpet was
wrecked. The futon had a big
water stain.
The landlord told me that he will rip up the carpet and put down cushion floor
in the front room the hall and by the table. He will probably do that in the
spring.
Even though there was a flood, I had a good Christmas. On Christmas Day
I made a turkey, stuffing, potatoes, vegetables, gravy, and apple pie. On
Christmas morning my friend Diana and her daughter, Raha, came down to
see what Jennifer and I got for Christmas.
They stayed about 1 hour and then we went up to Diana’s apartment to see her
tree and her Christmas gifts. My mother came up on the 26th of December
and stayed for 2 weeks. On New Year’s Eve, I went to the Red Fox bar with
my friends.
It was a great Christmas.
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The Tool of a Life Time: A Riddle By Keith Hollet
The tool I am going to describe in this essay is, without a doubt, one of my
most favorite of all that I have or will ever use during my entire life span. I
will use descriptions of what tasks I complete with it, what it looks like, how
it feels to me, what it feels and some other relevant clues to it’s identity.
This tool is extremely useful, adaptable, and very personal to me. I love it and
I would suffer a great loss if anything was to happen to it. It’s almost two feet
long, with several extensions which have their own individual uses. But these
extensions can also be used in sequence with each other to complete varied
complex tasks.
The wonderful thing about my favorite tool is that if properly maintained,
there is a pretty good chance that I will have the pleasure of having it for the
rest of my life. There are thousands of little spikes protruding from it to help
guard against every day wear and tear, plus protect against the harsh elements.
I enjoy the luxury of the tool having self-maintenance heat and fluid systems,
coupled with the soft exterior, which makes every job that much easier.
Other qualities that make this particular tool so awesome are the facts that
it can also sense different temperatures, a variety of pressures and textures,
changes in atmospheric pressure , and the difference between wet and dry. My
favorite tool also has extensions that can learn from these different experiences
to tell what might harm or benefit it.
So as you can see by the information provided, it’s easy to agree that this tool
is certainly very special and useful to me. Without a doubt in my mind, it is
definitely a tool I can not do without. It truly is “The Tool of a Lifetime”. Can
you guess what tool I am talking about?

I remember... By Mary Thompson
I remember when you could buy something, a bag of candies for a dollar to
share with my sisters and brothers.
I remember when my father would take us on long walks down to the water.
I remember when my daughter was a baby. She grows too fast.
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I remember when I got my first job. I bought a treat for my whole family.
I remember when my sister - I done her hair. It turned into a mess, but she
liked it.
Sometimes I miss my whole family.

The Power of Music By Percy Oliver
Some music can make me think of good things or bad things. Sometimes I
can walk and think to make me happy. Sometimes I enjoy going to the gym
and listening to the music to make it better for me.
The words of the songs really make me think. I like to sing and play a guitar
and enjoy it. Singing helps me to play the guitar. Sometimes music can make
me think what I would like to do with my life. That is good.

A Year of Learning for a Tutor By Kit Waters
Friday mornings at the North
Branch library are a favourite
time for me.   There is always
a warm pot of coffee brewing
and a chorus of friendly hellos
when the learners and tutors
arrive.  
As we get down to work, the
distinction between tutors and
learners fades away.  We are all
learners here.  There is always
cause for celebration in this room of triumphs.  Someone writes a letter for
the first time to a brother who lives far away.  Another tells us with pride that
he has read a bedtime story to a favourite niece.  Someone writes an article
on poverty for the newspaper.  Yet another says she now reads the newspaper
every day.
There have been some difficult times, to be sure: a crisis at home or an illness
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that keeps someone away from the program; or a learning block that seems so
hard to overcome.  But just when you’re starting to doubt, Rachel is there with
an idea or two.  Someone else comes by with a word of encouragement or a
joke.  So on we go again in this room where anything is possible and nothing
is impossible.
It has been another year of learning for me.  Through the eyes of the learners
and their great voyage of discovery, I feel that I am seeing the world for the
first time.  I am humbled by their courage and determination.  I rejoice in their
successes.
Yes, Friday mornings are a favourite time for me.

Story About My Grandchildren By Lorraine Jones
I have four grandchildren.  Their names
are Asia. Asia is 8, Unique is 10, Dalen
is 5, Lola is one month old.  Asia is in
French Immersion.  Unique is in Grade
4.  Dalen is in Four Plus.

Getting Fit and Healthy By Grace McGregor
A while ago my doctor told me I had better get fit and healthy. She said I
should eat more healthful foods and get more exercise. She said I should walk
a lot and maybe join a health club to get myself in shape. “It’s up to you,” she
said.
I started by walking more than ever. I walked miles and miles every day.
Walking made me feel good.
I started eating healthy. I eat a lot of fruit and vegetables and protein. I also
drink a lot of water.
Now I go to Dalplex and swim in the pool for an hour every day. I also exercise
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in the pool with a group, and by myself when the group isn’t there. I’m getting
stronger day by day and I feel great!
Getting fit and healthy is important if you want to feel good and enjoy life,
even for people who are not as young as they used to be. It’s never too late.

I remember.... By Vicky Isenor
I grew up in a house in Dutch Settlement. I was born in a house. I was brought
up around my father, mother and my grandfather’s farm. They had chickens,
cows, two dogs and four cats. My grandmother used to churn milk into butter.
She used to milk cows. My grandfather used to call me and all my brothers
and sisters “a bunch of ravens and seagulls.” He called us that because the five
of us came over. Maybe we eat fast or eat a lot of food. He was teasing us.
My mother used to use a
scrub board. A wringer washer
was her machine. They were
dangerous. My cousin caught
his finger in the wringer and
was hurt.
I remember when my cousins,
Denise and Lonny were playing
in the snow across the road in a
snow bank by the church. They
were digging a tunnel, but he
got caught in it. She had to go and get a shovel and dig him out.
My aunt had two horses called Penny and Betty. One day in the 60’s me and
two of my cousins got on Penny, the pony. I got on the back. I was the last
one on and when the pony started to move and started galloping, I fell off into
the manure.
Another day, on a Sunday, me and my cousin Lynette were outside. I started to
put my foot in the stirrup and get up to sit myself on the horse when I fell off
into the manure again. I told my cousin about it who had just come back from
church. He said, “I knew that is what she would say.”
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A Day In Grand Bruit, Newfoundland by Katherine Ann
Dobson
It’s a sunny day in Grand Bruit,
Newfoundland. Nothing much
is going on. It is early in the
morning. No one is on the
dock. There is a sailboat and
some rowboats in the harbour
of this fishing village. There is
one snaky road in and out of the
village. The road has a bridge
over a waterfall. Telephone
poles line the shore. I go for a
walk. I walk across the bridge.
I walk to the fishhouse. I go inside and sit down. When I come out, I got to
the pier and I take a picture. It is so nice that I go swimming. I go down to the
waterfall and I watch. I watch it for hours. It looks so peaceful and quiet, a
good place to think. So I have a picnic there. I take off my shoes and socks. I
stay there until 10:00 p.m. I have had a good day. I go home and I am so tired I
go right to bed. Tomorrow, I will go back and sit down and watch the sailboats
and the rowboats for a while. Then I will walk around.
Grand Bruit in Newfoundland is a nice place to visit and to think.

The Power of Music By Douglas H.
Oakley
I didn’t feel too good when I got up today; I
was in lots of pain. I could hardly walk to the
bathroom. My wife asked me what was wrong.
I told her that my legs hurt. She told me to take
a shower. She said “maybe you will feel better
after”.
I took a shower; I did feel a little bit better. I
got dressed and had some breakfast. I was in
the living room watching T.V. I looked over to
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the corner at my guitar, went over and started to play it.
My mood changed just like that. It felt like I was suppose to pick the guitar up.
I started playing an old song that has a soft touch to it. The name of the song
is “Scarborough Fair”. It’s a nice soft song. I think it’s based on folk music. I
don’t play the guitar all that good, but I try. It got me going in just the couple
of minutes I had it in my hands.
I like music. It makes me feel different in some way. I don’t know how, but
it just does. If there was something that I could do for a living it would be an
entertainer of some kind in the music business.

Percy’s Trip to Boston by Percy Oliver
I visited Boston last week. I
always wanted to go to see
the famous bar, “Cheers.” A
funny thing happened when
I went to see it. I did not stay
long because the draught beer
was too high. It cost $9.00 for
a draught.
So I left the bar and walked
down the street. I saw 4 guys
pushing a car off the sidewalk because it was parked illegally. It looked like
they were having some difficulty. So I asked if they needed help with the car
and they said that would be nice. So I did and it was easy for me to help. They
made it look too hard to push but to me it was not.
I thought some Canadians were weak but then I saw 4 U.S. guys pushing a
car off the sidewalk and having a hard time with a medium size car. Watching
these guys move the car, it looked like having a bunch of small kids carrying
a casket. I helped them with the car. It wasn’t as hard as it looked.
Everywhere you go not everyone is strong and people need help wherever
you go.
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But later that day I needed some help to get back to the hotel. When I got on
the subway I was going the wrong way. I had to ask for help. And I got there.
I learned on this trip that it is important to ask for some help when you need
it.

The Boss by Cynthia MacNeil
Baby-Girl is tiny, but she acts twice her size. She is about 7 pounds. She is fast
and she speeds like a bullet. She’s a cat.
We got her when she was eight months old and we have had her for about
two years. She has no front claws. She’s an indoor cat even though she wears
“boots”. She’s gray with a white stomach and white socks. Under her chin,
it looks a little dirty, but it is a gray spot. The dirty spot and boots giver her
character.
The eyes also give her character. Her eyes are an uncommon colour. They are
topaz. Her eyes are small. She looks at you with begging eyes. She is always
hungry and speaks when we feed her. She has a big appetite. Her appetite has
grown. She’s tall which is why she can go fast. She gets a lot of exercise and
is very playful. She spends a lot of time on her back. It’s like she turns herself
into a pretzel. I think it’s cute!
We had two cats before Baby-Girl, but they died about six months apart. We
wanted to fill in the void. Baby-Girl came from an animal hospital. We adopted
her. We wanted a short-haired cat and she was already declawed which was a
plus. She also looked like a cat we had, Loki. She was nervous when I went to
see her at the hospital. She was squeamish and wouldn’t keep still. I felt sorry
for her when I saw her.
Baby-Girl is better, but she is still timid. She doesn’t like loud noises when she
eats. She’ll run away when she hears any big noises. You have to work quietly
in the kitchen. She listens very good. When you tell her no, she’ll listen to
you. When you tell her to come, she will come. I taught her a begging trick.
She will stand up on her two back paws. Clarence also makes her reach out
with her paw. She also boxes with Clarence which is cute!
We have a second cat named Toby. He’s a medium-haired cat, but his coat has
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two layers. The inner layer is thicker than his outer one and his hair clings to
everything. He has a problem with static electricity. It will cling to your hand.
He has very short legs. He looks like he wobbles when he walks. He is a big
cat with a large frame. Now he’s on a diet because he was eating Baby-Girl’s
food too! We have had to separate their dishes.
From a distance, he looks black, but he’s not. He’s a dark brown. When he
sits in the sun, you can see he is a dark reddish brown. His eyes are black, but
when he is excited and wants to play, they get a tint of green. He looks like my
first cat, Beny. He has the same colours and same type of tail as Beny. Beny
was medium-haired too. Toby also has the same temperament as Beny. He’s
laid back and he likes people the same as Beny did. Toby has a loud purr too,
like a motor. Toby has been declawed, but the hair on his toes makes it look
like he has his claws. It looks funny and gives him character. It makes him
look tough.
Toby bites shoe laces. He always likes to chew on shoe laces and we gave him
a pair of socks. He always carries a sock in his mouth. He meows as he carries
it. He’ll try to hide it under the table so nobody will touch it. Every time we
got to bed we shut the lights off and he’ll carry the sock right to our door.
Every morning we see two socks at our door. It’s cute! Every time when I lie
down, Toby always wants to go under the covers. He always lays against my
stomach. He snuggles in very good. He gets these moments when he runs after
Baby-Girl and tries to pin her down but she is too fast. He wins sometimes,
but she wins most of the time.

Learning to Read Recipes By Jean Dignard
Before I learned to read well,
I would bake items from
memory. I had made these
things many times before and
knew what ingredients to use.
Now that I can read much better,
I can try new and different
recipes because I can read the
instructions by myself. I like to
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bake cookies, muffins, tea biscuits, and pies. Things that I bake, I share with
my husband and my friends in the upgrading program at the Captain William
Spry Public Library.

The Big Trucks By Robert Lowe
Peterbilts is good to drive, good to go
on long hauls.  Nice, cozy seats in it.  I
used to drive, too, up in Truro.  I miss
it.  That’s why I want to get my license
back.

A Perfect Picnic by Kathy Dobson
Last night I had a marvelous dream about having a perfect picnic. I went
with some friends to the waterfront in Halifax. We took a really delicious
picnic lunch. We had juicy fried chicken and coleslaw, lobster sandwiches,
hard boiled eggs, raw carrots and fudge frosted brownies. We had pop, juice,
and ice tea. After we had finished our gourmet picnic, we tidied up. We went
to the Maritime Museum. We saw the Titanic display. We also saw the Halifax
Explosion display. Then we went outside again. We watched a busker dressed
in a cowboy suit riding a unicycle. We listened to a Cape Breton woman
playing her fiddle. Then we all thought we wanted to have ice cream cones. I
ordered a chocolate chip mint cone. Just as I was about to take my first lick,
I felt a cold little nose on my face. I woke up and realized the picnic was all
a dream and I was in my own bed and my cat was telling me it was time for
breakfast!
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My Move To Halifax
By Deborah Hemeon
In 1996   I moved from
Shelburne to Halifax. My
parents were deceased and
with no further relative in the
area, I had no reason to stay in
Shelburne. I decided to move
to a larger city.
I decided to travel by bus. I went to the bus station to purchase a ticket to
Halifax. I left Shelburne on a Friday morning, and it took two and half hours
to get to Halifax. The trip was an uneventful journey.  
Upon my arrival in Halifax, I went to the YWCA to stay for the first two
nights in the city.   It was a nice comfortable place to stay. The staff were
friendly and helpful.  
I tracked down a family member and I told her my situation.  She gave me
the opportunity to stay with her.  I stayed with her for about two months.  I
enjoyed staying with her and talking about a variety of things.
In September I moved into my own apartment in Fairview.  It was a large one
bedroom apartment. It was nice to get a place of my own and settle in and
learn more about Halifax.

Thoughts and Views on Racism by Shelly Fairn
Why is there racism in the world?  You can break down racism into many
different classifications: cultural, religious, skin colour, nationality.
Racism is a bigger issue than most people think.   Sometimes people’s
comments are hurtful instead of helpful.  Everybody has different views of
the same topic.
Martin Luther King Jr. taught us a very important lesson and that is to get
along with one another rather than fight.  We have to find a common ground.
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Friends By the Halifax North Communications Class
Mary, Kathy, Laura, Doug, Vicki and Percy, some of the Friday morning
group, looked at sayings about friendship.  Here are the ones that they thought
were most true.  
A true friend could last a life time.
Mary
Hold on to a friend with both hands.
Doug  
A friend sticks with you no matter what takes place.
Mary, Kathy
A friend in need, is a friend indeed.
Kathy
“A hug is worth a thousand words.  A friend is worth more.”
“Don’t walk in front of me, I may not follow.
Don’t walk behind me, I may not lead.
Walk beside me and be my friend.”
Doug
Your friend is the one who knows all about you and still likes you.
Avril
We thought about what we had learned about friendship through our life
experiences.   

The quality to look for in a friend is honesty.
Doug
We may think that our co-workers are close friends, but we don’t know if
they really are until we have left the job.
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Mary
In a friend, I look for love, togetherness, spending time together, going
places and doing things.
Mary
In a friend, I look for someone who believes in me and sticks by me.
Kathy
A friend is someone who stays by you through hard times as well as good
times.  My friend sometimes surprises me with a gift when I don’t expect it.
Vicki

My Favourite Season by Margaret Leblanc
My favourite season of the year is summer. I like summer because it is
warmer. I like seeing the flowers and the leaves on the trees. I mind the
heat but I like wearing shorts. If I wear slacks my eczema starts to
bother my legs. That’s why I wear shorts.

The Story of Canada By Kenneth McDow
The people of Canada and their
families work hard for their
money and for a better life.
Their children go to school to
learn about Canada in the years
of 1700 and beyond.
     People come to visit Canada
from the United States and the
world and look at the country
and city lights at night. The
visitors go shopping in the
malls with their families and buy goods to take home with them. They go to
the library to read books to learn about   Canadian history and the people who
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live in Canada.
     Sometimes visitors would like to stay in Canada with their families.  Then
the people do not want to go back to their home and country. Some people
want to stay and live in Canada.
     I hope visitors keep coming to Canada year after year to see the tall ships
and the waterfront and the people of Canada. I hope the visitors keep going to
the library and learning more about Canada and the history of Canada.

Roseann’s Story By Roseann Martell
My name is Roseann Martell and I want to tell you a little bit about myself.
I left home when I was ten years old because I just didn’t get along with my
family too well and back then there was a lot going on , so I decided to go on
my own. I used my sister’s ID and went away to Toronto and started work in a
warehouse. I had to grow up very fast. When I came back to Halifax, I had to
live on the streets as I had no place to go. I ate at Hope Cottage and washed up
in the washrooms at gas stations. But one good thing- I never turned to drugs
or the “streets”. One day I decided there was a better way to live, so I went
for help and was sent to a group home. I now had a place to eat and sleep and
I did chores to help out.
A lot of things happened to me since that time.
I am older and smarter now. I have my life more together. I know what I want.
I have two little girls that I love dearly. I want to get my grade 12, so I have
been taking tutoring for the last two years. I am doing very well with it. I
couldn’t read or write before I came, thanks to my tutor Carolyn and thanks to
my math tutor, David, I am doing high school math.

A Snowmobile Trip By Ricky Dory
One winter’s night myself and my friends went on a snowmobile trip out in
the country.  So the guys and I went to the store before we went on our trip.  
We got some food to make some meals and some other things that we needed
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for our trip.  Our destination was a place in the woods out in the country where
we had a cabin built.
On our way there we had lots of fun.  It was coming on dark when we
finally made it to our cap.  But we all made it there injury free and safe.  Then
we went inside and started to play some cards, and some other games, until
it was time to call it a night and went to bed.  But then somebody said, “Did
anybody happen to bring some fuel for the camp stoves?”  Then someone had
spoken up and said to the last guy on the snowmobile on the end if he had seen
the trespassing sign by the bridge when we went on it?  One of the guys was
a little late, so they had asked him what he was doing back there.  I had told
them that I had picked up another passenger on his way to the camp.  We all
said we should make a nostalgic film about our journey to the cabin.

My First Fishing Experience by Alma Marsman
I went fishing with my family a few summers ago at the lake.  It was a lot
of people fishing there that evening.  I had never fished before and I did not
even know how to hook the bait.  My son-in-law put a worm on my hook and
my granddaughter told me to throw the line out in the water.  The first time I
threw my line out in the water I caught a man by his shirt as I was pulling back
the line.  The second time I threw it, it got stuck on the weeds and I lost my
hook.  The next time I got my hook tangled up with the man next to me.  So
they chased me away and told me to find a place way over the corner where
nobody else was standing.
I went over by myself and there was a lady not too far from me that fishes
every year and she was showing me how to throw my rod.  There was also a
little boy with his father who were here on vacation.  
I was finally able to catch my first fish.  When the fish was on my bait I was so
excited and I told the lady next to me that it was something on my hook and
she was going to pull it out for me and I lost my first fish and I almost cried.  
Everybody laughed and talked about the fish that got away.  I caught another
fish and I pulled it out of the water and I was afraid to take it off the hook
but they would not help me so I had to do it myself and I kept shouting, “It’s
jumping!  It’s jumping!” and everybody laughed.
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I took a picture of my first fish show I could show everybody what I caught.  I
look forward to going fishing again this year, God willing.   

Moose Hunting by Ron Farrell
When I was 18 years old I went
moose hunting with my Dad.  
For the first time in my life I
had a moose license.  When we
went into the woods to hunt we
had to carry an axe, knife and
rifle.   We also had to carry a
week’s worth of food.  We had
to put up a tent to sleep in for a
week.  We camped by the lake
where you could see the moose
come and go to the woods.  
When I got my chance I killed my first moose.  It had about 27 points on its
antlers.  That was the biggest bull moose I had ever seen.  I felt good about
it because it was my first moose I killed in my lifetime.  The meat that came
from the moose was going to last for the winter.  In the woods we had to cut
the moose up in quarters.  We had to make 4 trips to carry the meat out of the
woods.  We had to take down the camp before we went home.

Learning to Read By Jocelyn Morris
Since I can read, I have read
a lot of books, like Elvis, The
Beatles, and Diana, The Princess
of Wales. Right now I am reading
My Teacher Glows in the Dark
and when I am finished, I will
read My Teacher is an Alien. I  
have read many other books too.
      I never thought that reading
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could be so much fun, because now when I read a book I feel good about
myself. I never thought  that the big words meant something that you could
read about. I really thought that I could  not learn at all , because in my past
no one would take the time to help me. I am so grateful for the help that I am
getting, because it makes a big difference in my life. When it is time to go to
class, I can’t wait!
     
Thank you Linda Oakley and Colette Clark. Thank you all for giving
me your time.

A Look Into Darlene’s Life by Darlene Coulstring
Every Sunday morning I attend
Bible studies. The first one is at
my church, and starts at 9:15
and ends at 10:15. The second
one is at a friend’s home, and
starts at 11:00 and ends at 1:00.
We have a little bite to eat at
this study. The rest of my day is
spent watching TV, especially
sports.
During the week I help look
after my little nephew. He is very active! He is a very cute little boy, and I
love him.
At night I watch either TSN or channel 52 to see the games. I really like the
Toronto Maple Leafs, Los Angeles Dodgers, and the New England Patriots.
I keep track of names, and write stories about the games for school every
Thursday.
Every fourth Wednesday is our Women’s Missionary Group. We meet at
someone’s home to study the Bible, listen to a presented program, and then we
eat lunch. We have a prayer pal and not only do we remember them in prayer,
we also send birthday, anniversary, and Christmas cards. At the Christmas
party, the secret prayer pal is revealed and everyone gets a gift. When we close
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in June we have a yummy potluck supper. When we resume in September,
again we have a potluck supper. Those potlucks are my favorite times.

My Goal by Issa
One day I became a truck driver. I would like to be a long haul, eighteen,
wheeler truck driver. I need to learn to read maps and rules of the road truck
parts.
I’m planning lots of help with English, reading and writing, and math from
my tutor in the library. I won’t give up trying to learn English because truck
drivers must be able to read and write well.

The Cat in the Hat by Jamie Loomis
The cat in the hat is going home. He stayed home and watched TV. He played
video games and he used the key to get the mail. Cat in the hat went walking
back home. He went to his friends house. Cat in the hat got lost. Cat in the
hat said go time go. Cat in the hat take the bus to the subway. He finds his
friends. They played video games. Went to the mall and went to the petshop.
They saw worms neopets. They went to eat hotdogs. They went to a bar. They
drank apple juice. He is full. He went home. In the morning he went to the
doctors office because he ate too much and barfed. The doctor said take your
medicine and rest. He takes his medicine. He went home and drinks water. He
naps early in the morning. He wakes up fresh and new. He feels better in the
morning. He went to his friends house to have supper. Then he went home.
Cat in the hat is going to New York. He going fishing. He went alone. No. He
drinks pop. He eats hotdog. He had fun. He going on a subway. He going on
taxi. Going to his friend. Dog. Walking. New Jersey. He eats hamburger. He
eats fish. He drinks pop. To be continued.
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Leslie’s Story by Leslie Ryan
Alcohol makes a mess of your life. Because
of driving, I ended up in the hospital. It
was awful. I became depressed because
my life was such a mess but I am lucky
to be alive.
People came to see me from the AA
program and I started to go to the meetings.
They have books that help. I don’t take
credit. A lot of people have helped me stay
sober. The church has helped and so has
running. I run a lot and I meet really nice
people. The right people and running do
it for me.
The AA program is good but you have to go beyond that. I have to keep busy.
I help out at the church and I come to the library where people like Rachel
help me. It helps me feel better to do something for people. My advice is to
take care of yourself and remember the pain. Stay away from people who will
bring you down. Twenty-seven years without drinking. I thank God.

My Rainy Day Work by May
One day when I went to visit my
friend Carol, she was busy making
baskets. As I watched her it looked
so relaxing that I said I wished I
could do it. Her reply was, “here,
try it.” I started by copying hers.
Over the years I taught myself more
about making baskets, and I made
different styles. It was my rainy day
work.
The wood I used for making baskets is maple, and red and white ash. For
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finishing and decoration I used sweet grass. People are attracted to its smell
and the smell lasts for a long time.

The Winner’s Story by Ronnie Holesworth
My name is Ronnie Holesworth. I am 41
years old. I am married to my wife Sarah.
We both live in Halifax. I am a part time
cleaner with Winner’s in Bayer’s Lake
Park. I work from 8:00 am until 11:00 am.
I take the bus in the morning at 7:00am. It
gets me to work at 7:30am. I relax up in
the lounge reading the paper and having a
coffee. My job is to tidy the public wash
room down stairs first in the morning,
making sure that the wash room is clean
for the customers when they come in the
store. I make sure the floors are mopped
and swept. Next I empty the garbage cans
throughout the store and then I put new
garbage bags back in the garbage cans. Next I do the fitting rooms. First I
dust the doors down then I Windex the mirrors. After I’m done then I go up
stairs to the other washrooms. I make sure that they are clean. Then I empty
the garbage cans. After that I take the garbage to the ware house where they
put it out side for pick up I return to the store to dust the chrome clothes rack.
It takes me an hour and 20 minutes to do everything in the store that needs to
be done. Before I sign out for the morning I make a walk through the store
to make sure that the store is clean. My job coach comes in to make sure that
I have the store clean so that I get a good report sent in to my bosses. Their
names are Debbie, Margaret, Rob and MacLean. My last report was good. All
jobs were one hundred percent. This made me feel like a winner. I like my job.
The other workers treat me like family.

My Life Experiences in Canada by Paul Ochalla
I’m from the Sudan and I was been in different other countries before I came
to Canada four years ago. Now I live here and try to learn the language that
what I been try to do all this time. I been here yes some time. When you are
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new to the place sometimes it is not easy to learn everything at once. It takes
time. I am willing to make my life better. That what make me be here. Try to
work hard to get something that I could be somewhere in this part of the world
make better life. Which I hope by will of God I will get someday.
I never used to this weather it is too cold for me. I never eat lobster in my
country but now when I came here I have to eat because it is good to try
something different. These different foods that I never have eat.

Doug’s Story by Doug Jamieson
This is about Doug. I’m on my job placement from Dartmouth work-activity
and I’m a maintenance engineer. Sometimes I work with my supervisor Dale
Thomas, but not very often. Dale also is a bus driver. He picks up the girls and
the boys and drops them off. I sweep mop and do all different things. I wipe
with a rag the cubby holes. They are for the boots and scarves and lunch boxes
and everything. I don’t see kids when I’m working only once and awhile.
Maybe at March break I will see the kids if I’m still there.
I really want to work at Sobey’s and I want a change. I told that to Stew wash.
Stew puts people into job placement. Stew said the Boys and Girls Club is
only your trial.

My Vacation by Ababa Ayele
In 2004, my friend invited me to Toronto to help her with her sister’s wedding.
I went there with my two girls. I helped her with the wedding party. We
decorated and organized the wedding food, and cooked it. We had people
from Somalia and Nigeria. They made rice and spaghetti, and chickens. They
also had vegetables like potatoes and carrots and tomatoes, with home-made
bread.
The Somalians and Nigerians are Muslims. They have similar clothes, but
they have different kinds of dancing. The Ethiopian people cooked chicken
and other meat, also we cooked vegetables and ingere, and gomen and icosta.
We made home-made bread. We made salad with garlic and ginger, green
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pepper, carrots, tomatoes, and
lettuce, and we mixed it with
lemon.
The people who were getting
married wore a white dress
and a white suit. After the
ceremony, we all ate together.
We had different kinds of
dancing and we had a lot of
fun. All the people enjoyed
each other’s tasty food and we
all had a good time.
After the wedding, my friend showed me and my two girls around Toronto,
and we did some shopping and went out for lunch. We stayed with her for two
weeks.

The T-Rex by Sarah Holesworth
During the Cretaceous period which was about 85 million to 65 million years
ago lived Tyrannosaurs Rex (T-Rex). It was an enormous dinosaur. Those type
of dinosaurs weighed 5 to 7 tons. It was described as having very small arms
about 3 feet long with two fingers on each hand. The height of the t-rex was
15 to 20 feet (4.6 to 6m) tall. The length of the t-rex was 40 feet (12.4m) long.
Its head was 5 feet long. The t-rex had two powerful legs with bird like feet
each foot had 3 large toes. The t-rex like other dinosaurs walked on its toes, it
had a stride length of up to 12 to 15 feet (3.7 to 4.6m).
It addition to its size the t-rex had jaws that were up to 4 feet (1.2m) long
and had 50 to 60 teeth. Some teeth were very small and some over 9 inches
(23cm) long. The t-rex had a stiff pointed tail and it helped with balance and
to make quick turns. The t-rex’s skin was rough and scaly and was bumpy like
an alligator’s skin.
The habitat of the t-rex in which lived and ate was probably in the forest
where it was humid and semi tropical environment. The t-rex was a meat eater
(carnivorous) and its prey were plant eaters. During the breeding season there
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were at least 15 t-rex eggs in each next. There were about 3 nests. The t-rex
knew from instinct when a predator messed with or took it’s eggs. It would
hunt it’s predator down to get it’s eggs back to the nest.
If you want to see what these magnificent animals look like and do make sure
you watch Jurassic Park movie parts 1,2 and 3.

Spring by Irene-Ann Hinde
The first sign of spring is when a
robin shows up in my backyard.
The flowers are pushing their
heads up through the ground,
and the grass is turning green.
There are the first buds turning
green on the trees, and the early
shrubs are starting to bloom. In
some gardens the crocuses are
blooming. When the weather
is nice the people are cheerful
and happy. The children play
on the playground, running and laughing. The ducks in the park are happy
because the ice has disappeared, and they can swim in the pond.
Springtime gives me a good feeling that I want to do a lot of things. It gives
me plenty of energy to do the house work and the garden work. I get up early
in the morning at about 5 or 6:00, and go for my enjoyable walks. The sun
is coming up and it is quiet and peaceful. I listen to different sounds like the
birds chirping away. It gives me a happy feeling as everything comes alive
including me too.
Springtime gives me a new start in life. There is so much to be thankful for
at this time. We can see the beauty of nature, we can hear the birds singing
away and we can see early splendor. Make every moment here on earth count
because we pass here only once.
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My New Home on Joseph Howe
by Melvin J. Doyle
When I got to the new house
I was surprised how good
it looked like on the inside
compared to the outside. The
rooms were much bigger – the
dining room and living room.
It was Andrea and Connie
Dennis, the administrator from
Metro Housing, who showed
us around in the new house.
The kitchen was much smaller
than North Street but it was set
up good.
John had to pick out his own room and I picked out mine which was the
master bedroom that was the biggest room in the upstairs of the house. John
was going to pick the master bedroom, but I got it instead because my music
is not as loud.
Altogether there are 6 bedrooms. There’s also another lady that may be coming
to stay with us and she is a nice lady. She’s older than me and John so she just
might put us in our place! She likes to write poems and Andrea told her that I
like to write stories too. I think that this lady will be a good idea to be roommates with me and John.
Andrea and I are going to pick up some pictures for the walls. Andrea wanted
to be a decorator. She is looking forward to help me with decorating my room.
So I’m very pleased with that.

Hurricane Juan by DEM
I rose late this morning
and listened carefully. Good!
The furnace was still buzzing along
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at its maximum capacity.
I looked out on a beautiful day,
blue sky, bright sunshine, and
a clean layer of snow bandaging
the awful wounds inflicted by Juan,
as he roared through this city
right on target, as forecast.
The lovely tall trees have gone.
Yet another view beyond has appeared;
a few houses below, the quiet salt water,
and the opposite shore in detail.
I rose late this morning, savouring
the one advantage of mandatory retirement;
to sleep or listen snugly to the radio
for as long as I like on many days.
Outside temperature at –20;
Within, no clock yells an alarm.
It is said that when one door closes, another opens.

It’s Been a Long Journey by D.H. Oakley
Reading and writing have been a hard struggle for me all my life.  I left school
at an early age.  I had a job after school from four o’clock to midnight.  I had to
leave school because I thought the money was better.  Ha.  I was only fifteen.  
Mom was in the hospital having a baby and my father didn’t work because of
medical problems.  So my mother wrote a note to the principal to let me quit
school and take a full time job. I was having a good time.  I had lots of money.  
That went on for two years.  Then I realized that I couldn’t read so good, and
that has been a struggle ever since.  
In the mid-sixties, I went to class at the Alexandra School.  The nuns had a
program there.  But I didn’t last too long.  Then in my early twenties I decided
to go to the Canada Manpower Upgrading Program.  I still had lots of trouble
reading, so I went to get some more help at the Russell Street Convent.   In my
late twenties I got married and was lucky to get into a trade.  There was lots of
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reading that was required.  I went back to night classes still trying to improve
my reading.  Over the years of trying to get my papers as a tradesperson, I was
still attending night classes.  
In my thirties, my wife and I had a couple of kids.  That took me on another
journey, but I still attended tutoring when I could.  In my mid-forties I was at
a school where I had a chance to help someone out that had a little bit more
difficulty than I had.  This was very important to me.  I was working with the
Hooked On Phonics program at home on my own and helping this one person
at night classes.  It felt good to help somebody.
When I was in my fifties, I hurt myself so I couldn’t go back to work.  I was
spending a lot of time at home in lots of pain.  The Workers’ Compensation
Board (WCB) got me to keep a diary of my pain.   That got me interested
in writing. WCB was going to retrain me.  They sent me to the SpellRead
program.  I was there for six months. I was doing good. It is a really good
program. Then WCB decided it was too much money to retrain me, so they
sent me on my way.
One day I was reading the paper and saw an ad for a program at Landmark
East in New Minas.  I got tested and was accepted.  I went from September to
March, four nights a week.  I drove up and back all winter long.  The program
only lasted that one winter because of funding.
I tried to go back to work but it didn’t last too long.  Then someone told me
about the Halifax North Public Library Adult Literacy Program.  I’ve been
coming to the library for the last four years.  I’ve met a lot of different people
with the same problem.  These days, I go twice a week to the library and I still
go to SpellRead twice a week.  The SpellRead program (now called Halifax
Learning Centre) costs a lot of money.  I had to go and remortgage so I could
attend this program.  I really wanted it badly, and it’s helping a lot.
I would like to get my grade 12 someday so I can be a tutor.   The tutors at
the library are very good.  They’ve sure helped me over the last four years.  
I’ve had some good tutors over the many years that I’ve been trying to read.  
I would like to be a literacy tutor someday so that I can give back to someone
who needs help.  I think I would be a good tutor because I like to work hard
and I  know what it is like to have trouble with reading.  I know my experience
will help somebody else someday.
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Now I am in my late fifties and still trying.  I hope I still have lots of time left
in me so I can get my grade 12.  That has been a thorn in my side for a long,
long time.
Today, I read more things than I ever have before.  I was at a gas station one
day and noticed a sign that said, “Attention: Cashiers don’t change fifty dollar
bills or higher.”  I wouldn’t have noticed that before.  I wouldn’t even have
looked at it.  Another day I was coming home from the library.  I had to stop
at the Dodge dealer to get an oil change.  Driving up Portland Street I felt
myself reading all the road signs.  Tears came to my eyes. I was finally doing
this.  It was finally working.  All the struggles over the years were paying off.  
I was proud.
It’s been a long journey since I was seventeen years old.   Back then, I was
asked by my father how long this was going to last.   I just shrugged my
shoulders.  But here I am, fifty-eight years old, and still hanging on.
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Congratulations to the following HCLN tutors who completed the Nova Scotia
Department of Education Tutor & Instructor Training Course:

Virginia Fernandez
Dessie Howard
Carol Johnson
Linda Leach
Colleen Murphy-Jones
Gail Love
Sandra Pereira
Doug Richard
Teryl Taylor
Jenna Gannon
Gretchen Mosher
Eloise Surette
Kit Waters
Cindy Wozney
Don Houle
Kara Gouthro-Murgatroyd
Shelly Currie
Tony Keith
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